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ABSTRACT

Decision Matrix for Liquid Loading in Gas Wells for Cost/Benefit Analyses of Lifting
Options. (May 2008)
Han-Young Park, B.S., Hanyang University, Seoul
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Gioia Falcone

Field-proven solutions already exist to reduce the loss of gas production when
liquid loading begins to occur. However, the choice of remedial technique, its feasibility,
and its cost, vary considerably depending on a field’s location, size export route, and the
individual operator’s experience. The selection of the best remedial technique and the
timeframe within which the remedial action is undertaken are critical to a project’s
profitability. Although there are literature reviews available regarding solutions to liquid
loading problems in gas wells, a tool capable of helping an operator select the best
remedial option for a specific field case still does not exist.
This thesis proposes a newly developed decision matrix to screen the possible
remedial options available to the operator. The matrix can not only provide a critical
evaluation of potential solutions to the problem of liquid loading in gas wells vis-à-vis
the existing technical and economic constraints, but can also serve as a reference to
operators for investment decisions and as a quick screening tool for the selection of
production optimisation strategies.
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Under its current status of development, this new tool consists of a decision
algorithm built around a decision tree. Unlike other data mining techniques, decision
trees quickly allow for subdividing large initial datasets into successively smaller sets by
a series of decision rules. The rules are based on information available in the public
domain. The effectiveness of the matrix is now ready to be tested against real field
datasets.
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CHAPTER I
IMPORTANCE OF THIS RESEARCH

1.1

Introduction
Liquid loading is an all too common problem in mature gas fields. It is estimated

that at least 90% of the producing gas wells in the U.S. are operating in liquid loading
regime. Liquid loading is more detrimental in tight wells than in prolific wells, where it
has less impact. The phenomenon is a serious problem in subsea tie-backs, where the
mechanics of fluid flow are dominated by back pressure effects through the risers and
the flowlines.
Although the mechanism of liquid loading is fairly well understood, the oil and gas
industry still lacks reliable predictive models.
Efforts are being made across the industry and within academia to link the observed
well dynamics with the intermittent response of a reservoir that is typical of liquid
loading in gas wells. However, the models currently used to predict and diagnose liquid
loading problems are mainly based on steady-state analysis and so cannot handle the
transient phenomena associated with liquid loading effects. Even when transient
multiphase wellbore models are employed, the problem remains ill-posed as a steadystate type of inflow performance relationship is being used to characterize the reservoir.
This implies the wrong boundary conditions between the well and the reservoir itself.
____________
This thesis follows the publication style of SPE Journal.
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Field-proven solutions already exist to reduce the loss of gas production when liquid
loading begins to occur. However, the choice of remedial technique, its feasibility, and
its cost vary dependent on the affected field’s location, its size, and its export route.
Given the limited applicability of current multiphase models and the paucity of
published field cases, we propose to approach the problem by gathering and synthesizing
field data from key regions worldwide that show different liquid loading characteristics
and present different technical and economical challenges.

1.2

Objectives
The objective of this research is to build a generic decision matrix, based on data, to

screen the possible remedial options available to the operator; in addition, the impact of
over-designing and under-designing the production facilities will be evaluated and
quantified from a cost/benefit analysis point of view. The matrix will be designed to
forecast what profitability may result, either in increased gas sales, increased reserves, or
both. The remedial options will include accepted practices and up and coming
techniques.
Among the various approaches that will be taken to build the decision matrix is the
use of what is referred to as a decision tree in data mining techniques. This is a wellknown technique, particularly effective for classification problems, and it is easy to
understand and interpret.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Liquid Loading in Gas Wells

2.1.1

Flow Patterns in a Gas Well

The flow pattern in a vertical production conduit of a gas well is usually illustrated
by four basic flow patterns or flow regimes as shown in Fig. 2.1. The flow regimes are
largely classified with bubble flow, slug flow, slug-annular transition flow and annularmist flow, which are determined by the velocity of the gas and liquid phases and the
relative amounts of gas and liquid at any given point in the flow stream.

Fig. 2.1 - Flow regimes in vertical multiphase flow (Lea, 2003).
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If the flow pattern is an annular-mist type, the well still may have a relatively low
gravity pressure drop. However, as the gas velocity begins to drop, the well flow can
become a slug type and then bubble flow. In these cases, a much larger fraction of the
tubing volume is filled with liquid.
A gas well may go through any or all of these flow regimes during its lifetime. The
general progression of a typical gas well from initial production to its end of life is
shown in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.2 - Progression of a typical gas well (Lea, 2003).

Initially, the well may show the mist flow regime that brings a high gas rate and then
transit into slug-annular transition, slug, and bubble flow with time. Liquid production
may also increase as the gas production declines. Flow at the surface will remain in mist
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flow until the conditions change sufficiently at the surface so that the flow exhibits
transition flow. Flow downhole may show bubble or slug flow even though the flow
regime at the surface looks like a mist flow.

2.1.2

Occurrence of Liquid Loading

Gas and liquid are both produced to surface if the gas velocity is high enough to lift
or carry liquid. The problem happens because the velocity of the gas in the tubing drops
with time, and the velocity of the liquids decline even faster as the production goes on.
As a result, the liquid begins to accumulate in the bottom of the well and liquid slugs are
formed in the conduit, which increase the percentage of liquids in the conduits while the
well is flowing. The bottomhole pressure increases and gas production decreases until
gas flow stops. In other words, the liquid loading process occurs when the gas velocity
within the well drops below a certain critical gas velocity. The gas is then unable to lift
the water coproduced with the gas (either condensed or formation water) to surface. The
water will fall back and accumulate downhole. A hydrostatic column is formed that
imposes a back pressure on the reservoir and hence reduces gas production. The process
eventually results in intermittent gas production and well die-out.
Several sources may be suspected as the source of liquid causing the problem. It is
reasonably said that the liquid sources may be from water coning, aquifer water, water
produced from another zone, free formation water, and hydrocarbon condensate.
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2.1.3

Recognizing of Symptoms of Liquid Loading

The occurrence of liquid loading in a gas well can be recognized by several
symptoms. If it is found out early and then the appropriate action is taken at a proper
time, the losses in gas production can be minimized. The symptoms indicating liquid
loading summarized by James F. Lea (2004) are like following:
o Sharp reduction of flow rate

Fig. 2.3 - Decline curve showing onset of liquid loading (Lea, 2004).

o Onset of liquid slugs at the surface of the well
o Increasing difference between the tubing and casing flowing pressure (i.e. pcf-ptf)
with time, measurable without packers present
o Sharp changes in gradient on a flowing pressure survey
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2.2

Remedial Lifting Options to Reduce Liquid Loading Problem
Many types of technique of remedial lifting have been developed so far. Most of the

techniques focus on increasing gas velocity and artificially waterlifting to reduce liquidloading problems. The following table (Veeken, 2003) shows the remedial measures
depending on the purpose of use. These methods may be used singly or in combination
of two or more.

Table 2.1 - Remedial Measures to Reduce Liquid Loading (Veeken, 2003)
Classification

Increase gas velocity

Reduce critical velocity

Techniques
-

Intermittent production

- Gas lift

-

Stimulation

- Venting

-

Compression

- Velocity string

-

Compression

-

Velocity string

-

Mechanical liner solutions (stinger)

-

Batch soap sticks / surfactant

-

Continuous surfactant injection
(capillary strings)

Artificially lift water

Remove water

-

Bubble breakers (restriction)

-

Plunger

-

Chamber (plunger plus lift gas)

-

Downhole pump (rod, PCP, ESP)

-

Swabbing

-

Downhole separation & Injection
(intermittent production)

-

Heated tubing
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Different classification is shown below, which is presented by C-FER Technologies
in 2007. According to the map of deliquification options, we can first divide into 4
categories: Reduce water influx, Lift gas and water together, Wellbore separation, and
Shut-in well. Wellbore separation further categorizes in two ways: lift water to surface
separately and downhole water disposal.

Fig. 2.4 - Map of deliquification options (Piers, 2007)

The remedial options have their own technical characteristics, meaning that the use
of them can vary depending on the situation of the well. Thus, at the designing stage,
their characteristics should be well-reviewed for the best resolution. In next chapter,
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frequently used techniques are reviewed to discern their applications, advantages, and
disadvantages.

2.2.1

Plunger Lift System

Operation
A plunger lift system uses gas pressure buildup in a well to lift a column of
accumulated liquid out of the well. Basically, the plunger lift system utilizes a plunger
traveling up and down inside the tubing to lift the liquid.

Fig. 2.5 - Plunger lift installation

Fig. 2.6 - Plunger lift cycle (Lea et al., 2004)

Thus, the operation of the plunger system relies on the natural buildup of pressure in
a gas well while the well is shut-in. The shut-in pressure of the well must be higher than
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the sales-line pressure to move plunger. The figures above show typical plunger lift
installation (Fig. 2.5) and plunger lift operation cycle (Fig. 2.6).

Applications
A plunger system is good at removing liquid in gas wells if the well has sufficient
GLR and the pressure is enough to lift the plunger and liquid slugs. Common
applications for plunger lift are as followings:
o Gas wells with liquid loading problems;
o Intermittent gas lift wells with fallback problems;
o Wells with scale and paraffin problems;
o Oil production with associated gas.
In order to apply the plunger system, there are additional specific requirements or
limitations. Wells must produce at least 400scf/bbl per 1,000ft of depth, meaning that
high gas-liquid ratio is required to apply plunger system (EPA, 2003). The other
limitation is that the wells should have shut-in pressure that is 1.5 times of sales line
pressure (EPA, 2003).

Advantages / Disadvantages
The greatest advantage of the plunger system is the cost. It is very cost effective
method: lower installation and lower operation cost. This system requires no outside
energy source to operate because it uses the well’s natural energy. The plunger enables
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the well to clean off paraffin deposits so it is useful for the wells experiencing paraffin
and scale problems.

2.2.2

Gas Lift

Operation
A gas lift system is operated by injecting external gas into the production flow
stream at some depth in the wellbore. Thereby, it reduces the hydrostatic pressure and
enables reservoir production to be improved. The components of a gas lift system are gas
source to inject, surface injection system (compressor, control valves, etc), downhole gas
lift equipment (valves, mandrels), and surface processing systems (separators, control
valves). For the design of gas lift, we need to analyze how much gas needs to be injected
and where it should be injected.

Fig. 2.7 – Gas lift (Veeken, 2003).
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Applications
A gas lift system applies to continuous or intermittent flow. When the well is not
as economic with continuous gas lift, as occurs when bottomhole pressure declines, the
well is converted to intermittent gas lift. The converting time is when production rate is
about 200bbl/day (Lea, 2003). The applications for gas lift are summarized below:
o Tubing and casing flows;
o Wells available to get supply pressurized gas for injection;
o Well with insufficient bottomhole pressure;
o Relatively high GLR wells.

Advantages / Disadvantages
Compared to the other methods, it is simple to operate and also its installation cost is
not expensive. Sand and other solids can be handled efficiently. A gas lift is also
effective in crooked holes. Corrosion and gas can be handled well by a gas lift system.
However, for a deep well with low bottomhole pressure, it is not good for application.

2.2.3

Electric Submersible Pump (ESP)

Operation
Many different types of pump are available today. Size, capacities, and operating
voltages of a pump vary. The ESP system is composed of an electric motor, a protector,
a gas separator, a pump, and cable. Typically, ESP systems are adjusted for the high
liquid production wells. In a gas well that needs to lift the liquid accumulated in
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wellbore, ESP installation can be designed. The design should focus on the treatment of
gas come in pump assembly. Three different methods to remove liquid in gas wells are
discussed:
o Gas separation before coming to pump assembly by using completions or special
separation techniques;
o Pumping gas at special stage and then move to conventional operation;
o Placing pump below perforation let gas flow up the annulus while water falls by
gravity to the pump intake (liquid re-injected into a formation below packer).

Fig. 2.8 – ESP system (Schlumberger, 2007).
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Applications
The ESP system is typically reserved for application of the well producing primarily
liquid. In gas wells, ESP can be applied when it is necessary to handle large liquid
volume. The other considerations for application are summarized below:
o Water rates exceed at least 100bpd (Lea, 2003);
o High volume lift requirement (100~30,000bpd) (Weatherford, 2007);
o Deep wells / deviated wells;
o Waterflood or high water-cut wells

Advantages / Disadvantages
ESP system can be applied at low bottomhole pressure and in crooked wells. Usually
it is advantageous over other methods in high volume of production wells. In terms of
disadvantages, special considerations are required in cases of high volume of gas
production because the high-volume gas inside pump can cause gas interference or
severe damage if the system is not installed properly. Installation cost is high and the
system needs a little more power consumption. Also, the availability of electric power,
particularly high voltage of electric (1,000V or higher), is critical to consideration.

2.2.4

Progressive Cavity Pump (PCP)

Operation
PCP is a type of a sucker rod pumping unit that uses a rotor and a stator. This
system consists of a surface drive, a downhole pump, and a stator that is attached to the
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bottom of a production tubing string. The fluid contained in a cavity can be flowed up by
rod rotation using an electric motor at the surface.

Fig. 2.9 – PCP system (Schlumberger, 2007).

Applications
PCP can be applied to the wells producing sand-laden heavy oil and bitumen,
high water-cut wells, and in the gas wells that require dewatering. Operating depth is
somewhat limited, as it is believed that the maximum depth of operation is 6,000ft
(Weatherford, 2007). Well’s deviation is not a factor, so PCP is applicable regardless of
hole deviation.
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Advantages / Disadvantages
Solid and gas handling is good or excellent while corrosion handling is just fair.
This system can be installed and operated economically due to low capital investment
and power consumption. Compared to other pumping methods, it is able to operate more
quietly.

2.2.5

Sucker Rod Pump

Operation
Rod pump system consists of a surface pumping unit, a rod string, and a pump.
The liquid is lifted by the reciprocating pumping action of the surface unit attached to
the rod string. The liquid comes into the assembly at the downstroke, and then be lifted
at the upstroke of rod.

Fig. 2.10 – Sucker rod pump system (Weatherford, 2007).
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Applications
Sucker rod pump has very broad applications:
o Applicable to sandy fluid, gaseous, high viscosity;
o All types of wells: horizontal, slant, directional and vertical well.

Advantages / Disadvantages
Sucker rod pumping systems have been used widely, and are very familiar to
most operating workers. This system is highly reliable and easy to analyze. High
temperature or viscous liquid can be produced. It is economical to repair and service.
However, this system has some disadvantages. In crooked holes, for example, this
system is not appropriate. The depth and volume necessary to operate by this system are
limited because of rod weight and strength considerations. The overall size and weight
of this system may prohibit its offshore application.

2.2.6

Jet Lift / Piston Lift

Operation
The hydraulic lift systems, jet lift and piston lift, consist of a surface power fluid
system, a prime mover, a surface pump, and a downhole jet or reciprocating/piston pump.

18

Fig. 2.11 - Hydraulic pumping (Schlumberger, 2007).

The power fluid (oil or water) is supplied from power-fluid storage in surface to
downhole pump through the wellhead valve. In a piston pump installation, power fluid
actuates the pressurized piston engine on top of the pump, and then the fluid returns to
the surface with accumulated liquid.
In case of jet pump, the nozzle works for converting high-pressure, low velocity
energy of the power fluid to high-velocity, low-pressure energy. In the throat the power
fluid is mixed with the low-pressure pump intake fluid. Then, the velocity energy of this
mixed stream is then moved to the diffuser which converts it to static pressure to provide
the pressure necessary to bring the fluid to the surface.
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Applications
These hydraulic pumps are commonly adaptable to all types of wells (deviated,
horizontal, and vertical wells). These systems are efficient in multiple well installations.
The other applications are summarized below:
o Applicable to API 10° gravity or higher fluid (Weatherford, 2007);
o Applicable to sandy or fluid containing solids;
o

Applicable to high volume and high depth wells.

Advantages / Disadvantages
Both jet and piston pump are easy to maintain. Downhole pumps can be circulated
out for maintenance or can be retrieved by wireline. Paraffin can be handled well by
heating or chemically treating the power fluid. Produced fluids with high sand content or
other abrasives may cause problems. Initial costs for pumping installation are high, and
operation and maintenance works are not easier than the sucker rod pump system.
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2.3

Current Development Status on Prediction of Liquid Loading and Selection
of Remedial Options
As examined in the previous section, many remedial options have been developed so

far. They have been proven in the field to reduce the loss of gas production when liquid
loading begins to occur. As they have different characteristics in terms of technical,
environmental and economical views, a choice is always required whenever they meet
liquid loading problem. However, the choice may be not easy because each option’s
feasibility and cost vary dependent on the field’s location, size, its export route, etc. No
generic tool or model has been developed to help the designer select the most
appropriate option. Internal efforts within individual operators have been made to build
such a tool but no success due to wide geographical variations of issues and costs.

Table 2.2 - Ranking Remedial Measures (Veeken, 2003)
Measure

Ultimate
Recovery

Capacity

Cost

Risks

1. Water shut-off

+

+

+

0

2. Stimulation

+

+

+

-

3. Compression

+

+

-

+

4. Foam lift

+

0

+

-

5. Gas lift

+

0

-

0

6. Velocity string

+

-

0

-

7. Downhole pump

+

0

--

-
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Some examples that have been made to develop such a tool or model from the
industry are introduced in the following. Veeken ranked (June 2003) remedial measures,
as shown in Table 2.2. This table shows that the remedial options can be ranked on the
basis of four aspects (ultimate recovery, capacity, cost, risks). The characteristics of the
options are well-described in this format, which can be used in preliminary selection of
options. However, in the detailed design stage, it is not enough because a more
complicated and detailed comparison is required for the best optimization.
Another attempt was done by Schlumberger. From their recent report, it is known
that they tried to solve and manage liquid loading problems by integrated method:
analyzing the available well data, defining actual status and well performance,
diagnosing the well, selecting the most suitable production system, managing the data,
and optimizing the operation. To define the well model and adjust the actual production
data with simulated well behavior, the composite system (NODAL) analysis has been
implemented by software (Pipesim). Once the well model has been verified, system
analysis evaluates the future well behavior and selects the appropriate production
systems by comparing the results from different input parameters and conditions. Also,
system analysis completes the diagnosis work to find the causes that decreased gas
production.
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Fig. 2.12 - Well performance model for gas wells with liquid loading problem
(Schlumberger, 2006).

In Fig. 2.12, the flow chart of the procedure for defining well performance is shown.
However, this system analysis is useful only if enough data acquired so that the most
appropriate method for solving liquid loading problem can be selected. If the data is too
limited to do system analysis, then multi-criteria ranking analysis has been suggested to
identify the best choice of remedial option.
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For details on the multi-criteria ranking method, Schlumberger (2006) defined
factors determining liquid loading and influencing the selection of the method, and then
grouped into the following general classes (GFC):
o Well completion
o Well production and pressure history
o Well performance class
o Laboratory tests
o Field tests
o Other problems and tests
o Costs
From the general classes (macro level) defined above, the subclasses (micro level) of
parameters with defined importance are extracted. Here, the general classes are criteria
to evaluate remedial options and have sub-criteria (called subclass). Integrated
Evaluation Factor (IEF) is defined by the following calculation;
n

IEF = n

∏ GFC

(i )

Eq. 2-1

i =1

Then, the method having the highest IEF value is recommended for application.
The particularly important thing is how to give an evaluation number. Here, a five-level
(0 to 4) evaluation system has been used in model development. The evaluation of this
method arises from the description table already made, and the level of importance of
certain parameter alters as a function of final effectiveness of applied method. A sample
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evaluation matrix table can be found at Fig. 2.13 to help demonstrate how the multicriteria model is applied.

Fig. 2.13 - Multi-criteria model (Schlumberger, 2006).
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2.4

Limitations of Previous Attempts to Select Remedial Options
The previous section reviewed the relative literature and current development

status of the selection of remedial options for solving liquid loading problem. Fieldproven solutions already exist for reducing the loss of gas production in gas wells.
However, a user-friendly and generic decision matrix doesn’t exist even after previous
efforts and achievements on the development of such tool. As we examined, the matrix
by Veeken (2003) is too simple to be used as a generic tool for the selection of lifting
options even though the characteristics of the options are well-described in the matrix.
The matrix, in other words, doesn’t cover specific consideration factors affecting the
selection of lifting options.

Schlumberger’s model relies on running software and

system analysis, and therefore requires much data from the field and much time to do
analysis with software; thus, it is not useful in speeding up the decision making process
between when the first symptoms of liquid loading and the severe impact on a gas well’s
production.
Under such circumstances, this thesis proposes a newly developed decision
matrix to quickly screen the possible remedial options available to the operator. The
matrix can not only provide a critical evaluation of potential solutions to the problem of
liquid loading in gas wells in relation to the existing technical and economic constraints,
but can also help operators make investment decisions and as a quick screening tool for
the selection of remedial techniques.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH TO DECISION MATRIX

3.1

Possible Approaches: Data Mining Techniques
What is data mining? Data mining refers to extracting or mining knowledge from

large amounts of data, and is called “knowledge discovery in database (KDD).” It is the
exploration and analysis of large quantities of data in order to discover meaningful
patterns and rules (Berry et al., 2004) or a process to help discover patterns and
relationships in data that we use to make valid predictions. Why are we considering
using data mining techniques for this project? As we discussed before, we may gather as
much field experience data as we can, data related to production under operation of
remedial lifting options; then, we need to develop a tool that enables us to select
appropriate remedial option by analyzing the data and extracting valuable information
from them. Once we are ready to analyze the data, the first thing to do is to describe the
data, summarize its statistical attributes, visualize it using charts and graphs and catch its
patterns, and find out meaningful relationship among variables. The next thing is to
build a predictive model based on patterns and relationship. Then, we need to test the
model by using new data different with original dataset. Once the test is done, final
verification of the model is required.
There are different prediction types and various model types of data mining
techniques. Prediction types are divided into two categories, classification and regression.
Classification predicts the category or class the data may fall into, while regression
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means to predict what number value a variable will have. There numerous model types:
neural network, decision trees, multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS), rule
induction, K-nearest neighbor and memory-based reasoning (MBR), logistic regression,
matrix decomposition, and so on. To apply data mining techniques, we have to decide
which type of prediction and type of model is going to be adjusted to our project. The
most important model types of data mining are described below.

3.1.1

Neural Network

A neural network is used in classification problems (output variable is categorical) or
for regressions (output variable is continuous). The basic structure of a neural network is
shown in Fig. 3.1. It consists of an input layer, hidden layers, and output layers that are
interconnected. The output of a neural network relies on the cooperation of the
individual neurons within the network to operate.

Hidden Layers
Input

Output Layer

Layer

Hidden Unit

Fig. 3.1 - Neural network structure.
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In detail, each node takes in a set of inputs and multiplies them by a given weight
Wxy. Then, the node adds them together, applies a function to them, and passes the
output to the node in the next layer. Fig. 3.2 shows how it works.

Fig. 3.2 - Neural network activation (Twocrows, 2007)

The connection weights are unknown values which are decided by a training method.
For training, backpropagation method is commonly used. Simply speaking,
backpropagation is an algorithm designed to reduce a target value error by finding the
difference between the calculated output and the desired output. In this industry, we can
find applications of neural network method easily. For example, neural network method
was used to identify the well performance and define the well model by training neural
network with real production data. Specifically, a prediction of bottomhole pressure and
reservoir temperature was conducted by neural network, and it was also used to identify
flow patterns in gas wells.
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3.1.2

Decision Tree

Decision tree is a structure that can be used to divide a large set of data into
successively smaller sets by applying a series of decision rules. This division then leads
to a class or value. For example, Fig. 3.3 shows a simple decision tree to illustrate all the
basic components of a decision tree: decision node, branches and leaves.

Fig. 3.3 – Example of decision tree (Twocrows, 2007)

As shown in Fig. 3.3 above, the root node in the top of tree, Income>$40,000,
specifies a rule to be conducted. In this case, we have two possible answers (either “Yes”
or “No”); therefore two branches are taken. In continuity, the tree is going to be grown
depending on expected rules and the resulting branches will be split into discrete groups.
In some cases, two or more branches can be made, but each branch is going to lead to
different decision node finally. In this particular characteristic of decision tree, the model
is commonly used in data mining to examine the data and categorize it by tree shape,
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then make its rules that will be used in predictions. The advantages of decision tree are
summarized below:
o Very fast at classifying unknown records
o Easy to interpret for small-sized trees
o Accuracy is comparable to other classification techniques for many simple data
sets
o Excellent to handle non-numeric data

3.1.3

Matrix Decomposition

Many data mining techniques implicitly assume that there is a single explanation for
each data value that appears in a dataset, and they try to build a model that explains such
data. However, in many real datasets, this view is too simple: the data values are the
result of the interaction of several overlapping processes, each of which has made some
contribution to each value (Skillicorn et al., 2003). Because of this, the matrix
decompositions are useful methods because they are able to separate these contributions
of different processes to datasets.
The following techniques are known as kinds of matrix decompositions:
o Singular value decomposition (SVD) and principal component analysis (PCA)
o

Semidiscrete decomposition (SDD)

o

Independent component analysis (ICA)

o

Non-negative matrix factorization (NNMF)
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All of these techniques show how to decompose a dataset matrix, A , into a form like
Equation below.
Eq. 3-1

A = U ΣV

From now on, the singular value decomposition (SVD) method and interpretation
method are explained. Where U and V are orthogonal, Σ is a diagonal matrix. The
matrix A is matrix with m rows and n columns. U is m by n, V is n by n, and Σ is n by n.
A matrix U is orthogonal if the matrix multiplied by its transpose is an identity matrix,
that is, UTU=I.
The matrix Σ contains the singular values on the diagonal. The matrix U contains the
left singular vectors, and the matrix V contains the right singular vectors. The transpose
of matrix A multiplied by A is a square matrix, and any square matrix admits a spectral
decomposition into eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The singular values of A are the
square roots of the eigenvalues of ATA.
For interpretation of SVD, the geometric method is usually used. The geometric
interpretation regards the rows of U as coordinates of the objects in the space spanned by
new axes, the rows of V (columns of V') as defining new axes, and ∑ as a scaling factor
indicating the relative importance of each new axis. Since SVD is a decomposition that
rotates the original space in such a way that the variance is maximized along the first
axis, the remaining variance is maximized along the second axis, and so on. Fig. 3.4 and
3.5 illustrate how SVD works.
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Fig. 3.4 - Projection (1).

Fig. 3.5 - Projection (2).

Fig. 3.4 shows that the shadow of a sphere will always be a circle (two dimensions)

regardless of the location of light. In contrast, Fig. 3.5 shows that the ellipsoid shadow is
either an ellipse or a circle. From these figures, following statements can be made:
o Any two-dimensional projection of a sphere will convey all of the information
necessary to reproduce the sphere. There is no best projection.
o An ellipsoid has a best projection: the projection that produces the ellipse with
the longest major axis. Rotating this ellipse about the major axis perfectly
reproduces the ellipsoid.
o In a least squares sense, the SVD produces a “best” projection.
o If the SVD reduces M attributes to m SVD linear combinations of the M
attributes, then these m linear combinations provide the best m-dimensional
representation of the original M-dimensional space.
As explained above, the SVD preserves the information in the original matrix, A,
even though the dimensionality is reduced.
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3.1.4

K-nearest Neighbor and Memory-Based Reasoning (MBR)

K-nearest neighbor technique is based on the concept of similarity, which is a
classification technique. This technique decides in which class to place a new case by
examining some number, the “K” in k-nearest neighbor, of the most similar cases or
neighbors as seen in Fig. 3.6 (from Two Crows Corporation). From the figure we can
decide that N, new case, is assigned to the class X because the seven X’s within the
ellipse outnumber the two Y’s. The number of cases for each class is important in order
to assign new case to the same class most of its neighbors belong to. The measures of
distance and similarity are important to K-NN technique. To apply K-NN method we
need to measure the distance between attributes in the data. Then, we will select the set
of already classified cases to use as a basis for classifying new cases and need to decide
both the range of neighborhood and method to count the neighbors.

Fig. 3.6 – Example of K-NN (Twocrows, 2007)
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K-NN method is good at classifying numeric data, but it requires some special
consideration to handle categorical variables. K-NN needs much computational work, so
it takes more time compared to other methods such as neural network. To reduce
working time or to speed up the process, memory-based reasoning (MBR) can be used
which keeps all the data in the memory. The advantages of this method are that K-NN is
very easy to understand in case few predictor variables exist and it is a useful method for
building a model composed of non-standard data type.

3.2

Approach Chosen for This Work

Besides the four data mining techniques we discussed above, there are different types
of data mining techniques still used in the industry. For this work, among various datamining techniques, we chose to use a decision tree to build the decision matrix for
solving liquid loading problems, because a decision tree is useful for the classification
and is easy to understand and interpret. The decision tree helped to streamline the initial
information for this project in a more rapid and efficient manner than other techniques.
The output from a decision tree is easier to interpret, and a decision tree can be readily
coded in a simple program, as was done for this project. On the basis of a decision tree,
the same selection procedure can be implemented by means of other data mining
techniques.
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3.3

Consideration Factors in Selection of Techniques

The selection of an appropriate lift option is critical to the project profitability. The
proper artificial lift can improve productivity by removing liquid effectively and
eventually raising project economics. On the contrary, a bad choice cannot be expected
to improve production and adversely affects the economics of project. There are many
factors that need to be considered when selecting an artificial lift option. These factors
include site information like location, well characteristics, producing characteristics,
fluid properties, power availability, surface facilities, reservoir characteristics, operation
concerns, completion type, service availability, and economic points. Due to the great
amount of factors affecting the selection of remedial techniques, it was clear since the
beginning of this work that not all factors could be included in the decision matrix. In
particular, it was immediately noted that different operators may give a different level of
importance to different decision parameters. However, this work aims to be as
exhaustive as possible, on the basis of the information that was available.

3.3.1

Site Information (Location)

The production facilities are installed differently depending on the well’s location,
especially the surrounding environment. The offshore well needs to install all surface
facilities on the platform with limited aerial extent. Thus, special considerations are
required to utilize concentrated area. For this reason, some artificial lifts requiring
spacious area may not be used. Also, the logistics on equipment and power is difficult to
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establish compared to onshore. We can summarize that the main issues of offshore wells
are like follows:
o

Footprint of equipments;

o Costs;
o Access for operation and maintenance of equipments;
o

More specific problem is for plunger lift system when downhole safety valve
(DHSV) is installed in offshore wells.

Regardless of well location, either onshore or offshore, we are given the regulations
or approval conditions to observe, which are imposed by authorized organizations (e.g.
government). Such conditions generally include safety rule, environmental protection
rules, and pollution treatment plans, etc. For instance, some artificial options making
high noise should be excluded if it is not able to meet the condition.

3.3.2

Well Characteristics

Well characteristics like depth, deviation, and size of tubular are the most significant
criteria in the selection process for an appropriate artificial lift. As discussed in the
previous chapter on artificial option attributes, each option has its own limitations on
depth, deviation, and tubular size. It is said that the depth may have little effect in
determining the method of artificial lift. However, if we need to design an artificial lift
for a very deep well below 15,000ft, depth may indeed be a factor. In this case, there are
limited options available to be applied due to their maximum depth of operation.
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Depending on the amount of deviation of hole, the efficiency of each lifting option is
different, with efficiency usually reduced. For a highly deviated well or horizontal well,
some options are not recommended to be used.

3.3.3

Producing Characteristics

According to how much liquid is being produced or how much gas is being produced,
the production scheme should be differently made. The production rate in total volume
basis is one of the criteria that screen artificial lift options, and the GLR is one of the
most important factors in the selection process. For instance, in extremely high rates of
production like above 15,000 bpd, ESP and gas lift systems can only be considered. On
the other hand, with a low rate of production, we can consider all possible artificial lift
techniques. GLR places importance on which high gas-liquid ratio wells will be a
problem for any method of lift unless proper venting is considered. Specifically, the
pumping systems are inefficient if GLR exceeds 500scf/bbl (Lea, 2003).

3.3.4

Fluid Properties

The consideration points in fluid properties are viscosity, density, and composition.
In general, viscosities less than 10cp (above 30°API) are not a factor in determining the
lift method (Brown, 1980). For instance, sucker rods do not fall down easily for highly
viscous fluid, and such a phenomenon results in inefficient production. The fluid
composition is important to see if the fluid results in a corrosion problem.
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3.3.5

Power Availability

The power sources for artificial lift prime movers are usually electricity or
pressurized gas. Most of these wells are located in isolated places far from residency
areas. In some situations, it is not useful for a well to be supplied stable electricity from
power generation stations. To use pumping systems like ESP and hydraulic pumps,
stable electricity should be obtained, but for gas lift system, high pressurized gas is
required to supply securely.

3.3.6

Surface Facilities

Surface facilities like flow lines, choke valve, and separators are to be considered
when choosing a proper lifting method. In general, they need to be designed in such a
way that one can accommodate new equipment (method for liquid unloading).

3.3.7

Reservoir Characteristics

Reservoir characteristics is a factor that should be considered in order to make a
production plan that figures out how much it will be produced monthly and how further
time it will be produced. Based on production remaining time and production rate, the
selection of lifting method can be made.

3.3.8

Operation Concerns

Here, the operation concerns include, but are not limited to:
o Scale
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o Corrosion
o Erosion
o Emulsion
o Formation/Deposition of hydrates
In addition, bottom-hole temperature and surface climate are also consideration
points in operation. Sand causes erosion problems for all types of artificial lift methods.
Downhole corrosion may be caused by electrolysis between different metal types, H2S
or CO2 content in the produced fluid, highly saline or saturated brine water, or
oxygenation of metals (Brown, 1980). For paraffin, once it is accumulated in the upper
tubing string or flow-line, it will cause pressure drop. Scale deposition will decrease
flow efficiency by reducing ID of tubing.
Bottomhole temperature is one of factors that should be considered before final
selection, because very high temperatures in bottomhole will damage equipment like
pump motor and cable. Lifting equipment capable of operating over certain high
temperatures should be selected.

3.3.9

Service Availability

Some types of lifting methods require work-over or pulling units in time of service
or replacement, while other types of methods can be serviced by using wire-line.
Sometimes the methods may be sensitive in terms of operation cost. Basically, checking
points about service availability are to investigate which service personnel, replacement
parts, and service rigs or equipment are available.
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3.3.10

Economic Point

Generally, we consider economic point of view in the last stage of selection process
after technical evaluation is done. If several options are verified for application from a
technical point of view, we will evaluate their influence on economics of project. The
capital expenditure, operation expenditure, expected income, and other economic factors
(e.g. equipment life of time, etc.) will be considered and the result of economic
evaluation will be used eventually when the final decision is made.
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CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF DECISION MATRIX

4.1

Introduction

The primary purpose of this research is to build decision matrix to screen remedial
options for liquid loading by gathering and synthesizing field data. Fig. 4.1 below
shows the work flow and possible approaches to data mining. We used decision tree
method to apply data mining technique to processed data. Eventually, the matrix is
targeted to evaluate technical feasibility, chance of success, and cost profitability for
each option. The matrix that we built will assist engineers in determining an appropriate
option and can therefore be used as a decision tool.
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Matrix
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Mi ta
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Field Data
(Industry)
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 Neural Network

Input
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Layer

Hidden U nit

 K-NN
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Fig. 4.1 - Work flow and possible approaches to data mining
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For this research, we have done the following;
1) Performed literature review on different remedial techniques of liquid loading
problems in gas wells;
2) Gathered

available

experience

data

from

released

papers

and

analytical/theoretical data from manufacture’ documents;
3) Developed decision tree, so called Round 1, to screen remedial techniques
preliminary and to aid decision in selecting remedial technique;
4) Developed technical evaluation chart (Round 2) for further screening and
evaluating options technically;
5) Developed economic evaluation tool (Round 3) to see cost & profitability of each
option;
6) Built a decision matrix by combining 3 Rounds above. We used Visual Basic
Language (VBL) programming to build the matrix.
Following Fig. 4.2 shows the general structure of decision matrix. As stated above,
the matrix contains 3 Rounds: Preliminary Screening [Round 1], Technical Evaluation
[Round 2], and Economic Evaluation [Round 3].
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SCHEME FOR THE SELECTION OF
DELIQUIFICATION OPTIONS
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S
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E
P
4

Information
on wells,
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options…

S
T
E
P
5

ROUND 3 : ECONOMIC EVALUATION

FINAL SELECTION & RANKING

Fig. 4.2 - General structure of decision matrix

4.2

Decision Tree & Preliminary Screening [Round 1]

The decision tree should be composed logically from the starting point to the end
point. Also, the tree should eventually suggest a reasonable solution at the end. Using
both the gathered information and the comparison chart or deviation table analyzed with
each option’s characteristics, we discovered which items could be appropriate regarding
a corresponding situation that the wells have.
The decision tree has many questions to be answered and action boxes to be
conducted as shown in Fig. 4.3. The questions have been divided into several steps for
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differentiation, which are about production situation, fluid characteristics, and
production facilities. For example, each question generally asks what condition the well
has or what properties the fluid shows. Such questions are designed to find distinctions
among remedial options so that, at the end of tree, we can find the best option at the
given conditions by removing some options from each step if we follow the tree. In other
words, some remedial options should be dropped in case they are not available in the
given conditions. Thus, the key point of the decision tree is finding distinctions between
options by analyzing the operating availability of each option from experience field data
and analytical review data.
The developed decision tree is shown in Fig. 4.3. It is built with 9 steps, from node 0
to node 8. Each node has at least two branches. We will now move on to a detailed
explanation of each node, so how remedial options are screened and what consideration
factors have been taken into are discussed below.
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SELECTED OPTIONS
(1) Plunger Lift

0A1:
Offshore ?

0

(2)Gas Lift

No

Yes

(3) ESP

(4) PCP

(5) Rod Pump

(6) Jet ift

(7) Piston Pump

0B1:
Onshore ?

Yes

(2)~(4), (6)~(7)

(1)~(7)

[Drop (1), (5)]

♣Repeat element (1A1)

1A1 :
Vertical well?

1

No

Yes

1A2: Deviated
angle, <20 ?

No

Yes

(2)~(4), (6)~(7)

1A3: Deviated
20<angle<50 ?

No

1A4 : Deviated
50<angle<80 ?

1A5 : Deviated
angle, >80 ?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

(2)~(4), (6)~(7)

(3)~(4), (6)~(7)

(3)~(4), (6)~(7)

[Drop (2)]

[Drop (1), (2)]

♣Repeat element (2A1)

2A1 : Well
Depth,<6000 ft ?

2

No

2A2 : Depth
6000< D <15,000 ft ?

No

2A3 : Depth
15000< D <20,000 ft ?

Yes

Yes

Yes

(2)~(4), (6)~(7)

(2)~(3), (6)~(7)

{7}

[Drop (4)]

[Drop (2),(3),(4),(5),(6)]

♣Repeat element (3A1)
3A1: Operating Fluid
Volume, >200 bpd ?

3

No

3A2: Operating Fluid
Volume, <200 bpd ?

Yes

Yes

(2)~(4), (6)~(7)

(2), (4), (7)

[Drop (1)]

[Drop (3),(6)]

♣Repeat element (5A1)

4A1: Operating Volume
200<Vol.<4000 bpd ?

4

No

4A2: Operating volume
4000<Vol. <4500 bpd?

No

4A3: Operating Fluid
4500<Vol.<6000 bpd ?

No

4A4: Operating Fluid
6000<Vol.<15000 bpd ?

No

4A5: Operating Fluid
15000<Vol.<30000 bpd ?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(2)~(4), (6), (7)

(2)~(4),(6)

(2),(3),(6)

(2),(3),(6)

(2),(3)

[Drop (1)]

[Drop (1),(7)]

[Drop (1),(4),(7)]

[Drop (1),(4),(5),(7)]

[Drop (1),(4),(5),(6),(7)]

♣Repeat element (5A1)

Fig. 4.3 - Developed decision tree to screen remedial options
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5A1: GLR
<500 scf/bbl?

5

5A1: GLR (For Plunger)
>300scf/bbl/1000ft ?

Yes

5A2: the system can
be efficient?

Simulate to see if the systems could be
efficient

No
[Drop (1)]

No

{2}
[Drop (3),(4),(5),(6),(7)]

♣Repeat element (6A1)

Yes

Yes

(2), (3), (6)

6A1: Fluid Gravity
>15 API ?

6

No

6A2 : Fluid Gravity
8<API<15 ?

Yes

Yes

(2), (3), (6)

(3), (6)

6A3 : Fluid Gravity
API<=8 ?

No

Yes

[Drop (2)]

[Drop (1),(2),(3),(5),(6),(7)]

♣Repeat element (7A1)

7A1: Fluid contains
solids (sand, etc) ?

7

No

7A2: Fluid contains
no-solids ?

Yes

Yes

(2), (6)

(2),(3),(6)

[Drop (3)]

♣Repeat element (8A1)

8A1: Natural Energy is
enough to lift liquid?

No

Consider External
energy

Yes
Candidates

8
8A21: Pressurized
gas available ?

No

8A22: Possible to supply
gas economically?

No

Investigate if electricity is
available

8A31: Electricity
available for motor?

No

8A32: supply Electricity
economically?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(2), (6)*

(2), (6)*

(2)*, (6)

(2)*, (6)

No

Investigate if pressurized
gas is available

Go To Round 2 & 3 for Technical Evaluation and Economic Evaluation

Fig. 4.3 - (Continued)
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4.2.1

Model Node [0]: Location

This element asks where the wells are situated, either “offshore” or “onshore”. In
case of onshore, there is no limitation on applicability of each option. On the other hand,
some options are not applicable offshore, specifically the rod pump system is not
recommended to be used at the offshore well since its overall weight and size can
prohibit use on offshore applications (Richard W. Donnelly, 1985). Also, the plunger
system, insert capillary string foam and chemical injection, and progressive cavity pump
are difficult to apply on offshore fields in cases where the downhole safety valve
(DHSV) has been installed. However, new technology like Torus Insert Safety Valve (by
Caledyne Ltd), which is configured to fit capillary tube, fibre optic or electrical
penetrators or rotary seals, may enable them to be used. (Journal Offshore, September
2007)

4.2.2

Model Node [1]: Well Deviation

This element asks how much the well is deviated. Depending on well deviation,
each remedial-technique’s availability can be decided and its efficiency is different.. As
shown in Fig. 4.4, ESP and PCP are not affected by deviation but the other methods are
inefficient or not applicable at horizontal wells. Therefore, we are going to screen gas lift
for a well deviated over 70° and plunger lift method is screened at the horizontal well
from Round 1. Then, we need to differentiate them at Round 2 [Technical Evaluation of
Artificial lift methods] and evaluate methods that can operate at some high deviation
hole. For instance, some methods such as Sucker rod pump, Jet lift, and Piston pump do
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not show high efficiency at high deviated hole, while ESP and PCP do. We will discuss
Round 2 in further detail in the next chapter.

Applicability by Well Deviation
100
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80

Angle, degree
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60
50
50
40
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20
20

20

20

Rod Pump

Jet lift

Piston Pump

10
0
Plunger

Gas lift

ESP

PCP

Typical Range

Maximum

Fig. 4.4 - Applicability of technical remedial options by well deviation (After
Weatherford (2007) and Clegg et al (1993))

4.2.3

Model Node [2]: Well Depth

Depth will have a strong influence on selection of artificial lift method because each
method has capacity limitation of motor or equipment. Using each option’s operation
depth limit, we are able to choose an appropriate option for the given depth. Fig. 4.5
shows maximum depth to apply and typical operation depth for each option. As you see
from the following figure, a well depth of over 6,000ft is not able to utilize PCP method
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when unloading liquid from the well. For a high-depth well over 15,000ft, three methods
(Gas lift, ESP, Jet lift) are limited. Similarly, Rod pump and Piston pump methods are
limited to 16,000ft and 17,000ft respectively. The experience and performance data
shows Plunger system is able to be used at the highest depth if other conditions are met.

Applicability by Depth
25000

20000
20000
17000
16000
15000

15000

15000

Depth, ft

15000

`
11000

10000
10000

10000

10000

10000

Jet lift

Piston Pump

6000

8000
5000

4500

0
Plunger

Gas lift

ESP

PCP

Typical Range

Rod Pump
Maximum

Fig. 4.5 - Applicability of technical remedial options by well depth (After Weatherford
(2007) and Clegg et al (1993))

4.2.4

Model Node [3] & [4]: Operating Volume Rate

The total production volume rate is an important factor in the selection of artificial
lift method because each lift method has its own operation limits due to its mechanical
power capacity. Basically for very low production volume there is no application
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exceptions; however, some of the artificial lift methods are limited to high volume
production. The following figure shows typical range of operating volume rate and
maximum to operate. Basically, when higher volume rate is operating, less artificial
methods are available to use. As shown below, we are able to select appropriate method
based on the given operating volume rate. For instance, plunger is removed from
possible method if the well is producing fluid over 200bpd. As the volume is larger,
Piston Pump is screened at over 4,000bpd, PCP at over 4,500bpd, and then Rod Pump is
removed at over 6,000bpd. Jet lift is still available up to 15,000bpd. Remaining two
options, Gas lift and ESP, are able to be used up to 30,000bpd.

Applicability by Operating Volume
35000
30000

30000

30000

Volume, bpd

25000

20000
15000
15000

10000
10000

10000

6000
4500

4000

5000
4000

200

2200

1500

PCP

Rod Pump

500

0
Plunger

Gas lift

ESP

Typical Range

Jet lift

Piston Pump

Maximum

Fig. 4.6 - Applicability of technical remedial options by operating volume (After
Weatherford (2007))
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The figures help us to recognize which method is not applicable to certain depth and
volume rates, and provide each option’s typical range of operation in terms of depth and
volume rate. Now, we are going to look at a figure that shows approximate depth-rate
application chart of artificial lift methods. From this chart, we can know what the
relationship between depth and rate shows and which method can have bigger range of
rate application at certain depth. For example, at 1,000ft, Gas lift that has the largest
range is applicable up to 33,000bpd, while Plunger lift has the smallest range of
application.
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GasLift
30000

GasLift
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ESP
PCP
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25000

RodPump

JetLift

JetLift
PistonPump

20000
15000
10000
PistonPump
5000 PCP
RodPump
Plunger
0
0
5000

10000

15000

20000

Depth, ft

Fig. 4.7 - Approximate depth-rate application chart of technical remedial options (After
Lea, 2003)
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4.2.5

Model Node [5]: Gas-Liquid Ratio (GLR)

In the selection process of artificial lift method, the producing gas-liquid ration
(GLR) needs to be considered. In particular, GLR value should be dealt with first when
designing lifting mechanisms. From previous studies on the influence of GLR, we have
GLR rule of thumb. In general, this rule states that the well must have a GLR of
400scf/bbl for every 1000ft for application of plunger system (Lea, 2003). However, it
varies depending on well geometry, reservoir pressure, and resultant casing buildup
operating pressure. Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show GLR requirement for plunger system
application at different plunger configurations, and a much higher GLR is required at the
site of packer installed. Weatherford’s brochure regarding plunger system and a paper by
Morrow et al (2006) suggest 300scf/bbl/1000ft to consider plunger system. Therefore,
we are going to take recent opinion, 300scf/bbl/1000ft, in this model of the decision
matrix.

Fig. 4.8 - Feasibility of plunger lift for 2 3/8inch Tubing (Left), 2 7/8inch Tubing
(Right) (Beeson et al, 1957)
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Fig. 4.9 - GLR requirement for plunger lift with/without packer (Otis plunger lift
manual, 1991)

Pumping systems such as ESP and PCP need certain gas ratios in fluid to be
operated effectively. Most pumping systems become inefficient when the GLR exceeds
some high value, typically 500scf/bbl, because of gas interference (Lea, 2003). High
volume of gas inside an electrical pump can cause gas interference or severe damage if
the ESP installation is not designed properly (Weatherford ESP brochure, 2007).
For foam lift, there is a GLR rule of thumb which says that foam lift can be
applied if producing GLR is in a range 428~770scf/bbl/1000ft (250~450 m3/m3/1000m)
(Solesa et al, 2006).
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4.2.6

Model Node [6]: Fluid Gravity (°API)

Fluid gravity is one of the most important factors considered when we choose
appropriate artificial method. In general, viscosities less than 10cp (above 30°API) are
not a factor in determining the lift method.
Applicability by Viscosity
Piston Pump

Jet lift

Rod Pump

PCP

ESP

Gas lift

Plunger
-

10

20

30

API

40

50

60

70

Fig. 4.10 - Technical remedial options’ applicability by fluid gravity (°API) (After
Weatherford (2007) and Clegg et al (1993))

We need to be cautious for high viscous fluid below 10°API because high
viscosity fluid is difficult to lift by any method. For Gas lift, high viscous fluids may
cause additional problems due to the cooling effect of the gas expanding - a more limited
range of fluid gravity that can be operated by other methods.
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4.2.7

Model Node [7]: Fluid Property (Sand Containment)

Production with sand causes erosion problems for all types of artificial lift
methods. In particular, ESP system is quite open to trouble, while PCP is able to control
sand and is regarded as the best sand handling method of all the methods. Several papers
explain what solution is given to resolve the problems occurred due to sand while ESP
operation. In terms of solutions, use of a downhole desander, use of sand separating
device, or installation of ESPCP configured with PCP’ advantage are suggested.

4.2.8

Model Node [8]: Power Availability

The power availability is critical to the selection of artificial lift method, as it
determines if power can be supplied economically.

Table 4.1 - Power Source of Artificial Lift Methods
Prime mover type
Plunger

Natural energy of well

Gas lift

Pressurized gas (Compressor w/ electric motor or gas engine)

ESP

Electric motor

PCP

Gas engine or Electric motor

Rod Pump

Gas engine or Electric motor

Jet lift

Multi-cylinder hydraulic pump w/ electric motor or gas engine

Piston pump

Multi-cylinder hydraulic pump w/ electric motor or gas engine
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Low cost power availability is important to project profitability. The table above
shows each method’s power sources required for operation.

4.2.9

Result of Round 1

If we follow all steps of tree with selected options at starting node, the remaining
options will be one or two, and in some cases, more than two. From this decision tree,
as we remove the remedial options that are impossible to apply at given conditions, we
are supposed to obtain the lifting options technically applicable to the given conditions.
However, we still wonder what option is the best technically and what profit the option
can bring to the project.
Therefore, we need to proceed to Round 2 and 3 in order to rank the methods
technically and economically, enabling us to find the most appropriate lifting option at
given wells.
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4.3

Technical Evaluation of Lifting Options [Round 2]

During the Round 1, we screened preliminary unavailable options. From Round 2,
we are going to examine further the screened options in terms of technical aspects and
evaluate them so as to rank them. The options have different efficiencies depending on a
well’s characteristics, such as location and depth. In this sense, the efficiency of each
option depending on a well’s characteristics and its technical constraints were
investigated. With the obtained information, we were able to make technical evaluation
matrix like Table 4.2 below. To present each option’s efficiency and workability, we
used a grading system of 5 different levels of workability (e.g. excellent, good, fair, poor,
and limited).
Table 4.2 – Technical Evaluation Matrix
Considerations
Offshore
Onshore
Vertical
20~50° deviated
2 Well Type
50~80° deviated
Horizontal
<6000ft
Well
3
6000<D<15000ft
Depth
15000<D<20000ft
<200bpd
200<V<4000bpd
Operating
4
4000<V<4500bpd
Volume
4500<V<6000bpd
>6000bpd
5 Solid Handling
6 Paraffin Handling
7 Corrosion Handling
8 Crooked Hole
9 Scale
* Legend :
0.9 : Excellent
0.5 : Fair
0.75 : Good
0.25 : Poor
1

Well
Location

Plunger
0
0.75
0.75
0.9
0.75
0
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.9
0
0
0
0
0.25
0.5
0.9
0.25
0.5

Gas
lift
0.9
0.75
0.75
0.9
0.25
0
0.75
0.75
0
0.5
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.25
0.5
0.75
0.5

ESP

PCP

0.9
0.75
0.75
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.75
0.75
0
0.25
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.25
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.25

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.75
0
0
0.75
0.5
0.25
0
0
0.9
0.9
0.5
0.5
0.75

0 : limited (not appropriate)

Rod
Pump
0
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75
0
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.25
0
0.5
0.5
0.75
0.25
0.75

Jet
lift
0.9
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75
0
0.25
0.9
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.5

Piston
Pump
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75
0.5
0.75
0.25
0
0
0
0.25
0.75
0.75
0.5
0.5
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How has each system been evaluated and graded? Basically, we used the
technical information obtained from published papers, technical brochures, and reports.
In other words, the matrix has been built to fit our specific needs using discovered
technical data. In this matrix, we used 9 consideration factors. Among them, 4 factors
(well location, well type, well depth, and operating volume) were used in Round 1 as for
screening not for evaluating. Thus, references regarding those factors - well location
through operating volume - can be found in the previous section 4.2.1 through 4.2.4. The
other factors are newly introduced for the purpose of technical evaluation, which are
common problems affecting lifting options’ selection. For the evaluation of those new
factors such as solid handling and scale, numbers of papers were referred to in order to
make the matrix. The grade on workability and efficiency can be properly changed or
modified by the user because this matrix was made generally acceptable instead of
representing if the problem is serious or minor.
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4.4

Economical Evaluation of Lifting Options [Round 3]

The purpose of Round 3 is to evaluate every option from an economic point of view.
The selection of an economical lifting option is important to the project’s profitability.
The first step in the economic evaluation is to estimate each option’s investment cost and
then to compare the costs of each option. The cost comparison chart should be one of the
most important sources for decision. The investment cost we considered consists of
capital cost, maintenance cost, and fuel and power cost. For detail, the capital cost
includes equipment and its installation costs. The maintenance cost includes labor cost,
supplies, and cost for MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure). Every cost varies depending
on market situation. Thus, it is important that the most updated price information be
entered as input value to obtain more precise results of economic evaluation.
After cost comparison, we did a cost/benefit analysis to see how much profit will be
made based on the incurred cost and expected revenue. The revenue is calculated by the
assumption that the selected lifting option will bring much production compared to the
production without installing option. Simply, following equation is used for revenue
calculation:

Expected revenue
Eq. 4.2
= [Qgas w/ lifting option- Qgas w/o lifting option] x gas price x life of well
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The results of cost/benefit analysis include internal rate of return (IRR) and net
present value (NPV) which are yardsticks for decision. Mathematically the IRR is
defined as any discount rate that results in a net present value of zero in a series of cash
flows. The relationship between NPV and IRR is defined in the following equation:

Eq. 4.2

Where, Ct is cash at time t
IRR stands for internal rate of return

The cost comparison and cost/benefit analysis are useful for making a final decision
regarding the selection of lifting options, because the ranking of each option in terms of
economic view can be made based on the results.
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4.5

Decision Matrix Programming

Using the software VBL, we programmed a decision matrix based on the developed
decision algorithm and evaluation matrixes, meaning that all three rounds are combined
in one program. Basically, the programming has been made user-friendly so that the
selection process can easily be done. For example, check box and drop-down menu
options have been used, which enable users to select an answer quickly and then click to
move to the next step and so forth.

4.5.1

Step by Step Guide to Running Decision Matrix

In the following section, we are going to examine the whole program step by step.
First, we need to discuss Round 1 in regards to screening lifting options and it is
therefore called “Preliminary Screening”. After Round 1, we will move to Round 2 and
then Round 3 for evaluating the options technically and economically. Finally, we will
go to the final review sheet that summarizes each Round’s results and shows the result of
the cost/benefit analysis.

Round 1 [Preliminary Screening]
The programming on Round 1 has been made based on the developed decision tree.
The Fig. 4.11 shows the first step of Round 1 where we will meet with three questions
about a well’s location, type, and depth. We can easily find an answer by clicking the
drop-down menu button. Once all questions have been answered, a user can click the
command button “STEP 1 >> Find Appropriate Options” to obtain appropriate options.
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For example, if the well is in offshore, drilled vertically, and depth is less than 6000ft,
we will get 5 lifting options from among 7 lifting options possible, meaning that 2
options have been screened because they are not appropriate for the given conditions.

Fig. 4.11 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 1 (1)

Fig. 4.12 represents the second step of Round 1. In this step, we will be asked to

answer what operating volume is produced and what GLR value is. Operating volume
can be answered by using drop-down menu, but users have to type specific numbers in
the cells to answer the GLR value. Then, click the command button “STEP 2 >> Find
Appropriate Options” like we did in the step 1, and we can find the options still available.
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Fig. 4.12 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 1 (2)

The following figure (Fig. 4.13) shows step 3 of Round 1 that checks fluid properties
including fluid gravity and sand containment. Choose the answers and click the
command button to find appropriate options.

Fig. 4.13 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 1 (3)
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In the last step of Round 1, power availability is checked as seen in Fig. 4.14. After
choosing answers from drop-down menu, we finish by clicking the command button.

Fig. 4.14 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 1 (4)

Finally, we will see a summary table, like Fig. 4.15, that shows the lifting options
that remain from the screening process. For this specific screen process, we find 3
options (Gas lift, ESP, Jet lift) that are appropriate for the given conditions.

Fig. 4.15 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 1 (5)
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Round 2 [Technical Evaluation]
Based on the technical evaluation matrix (refer to Table. 4.2), we programmed
“Round 2: Technical Evaluation” as shown in Fig. 4.16. As explained before, we are
going to evaluate the screened options further in terms of technical aspects. The
instruction and screen shot of this Round 2 are given as follows:
o

First, click the command button “Import Screened From R1” to bring the results
from Round 1; and

o

Second, answer all items by using drop-down menu.

Fig. 4.16 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 2 (1)
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The results can also be found in the graph as exhibited in Fig. 4.16. The gas lift
system is the most appropriate in this evaluation stage, but a jet lift system can be
considered a close second.

Fig. 4.17 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 2 (2)

Round 3 [Economical Evaluation]
The purpose of Round 3 is to estimate how much capital cost and maintenance
cost will be incurred in order to evaluate each option’s economic. The programming has
been made based on the economic data set equipped in the program. The economic data
is subject to variation; for example, the equipment cost may go up and labor cost also
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icrease. Due to this possibility, it is recommended that the data should be updated
regularly.
The main screen of Round 3 is shown below in Fig. 4.17. The first step is to
enter the data (e.g. life of well, power cost) into the yellow-colored cells. Then, click the
button “Cost Comparison” to see the cumulative cost and cost per well and so on. The
chart in the right side of the screen is helpful for comparing the results of each option.
As seen in the chart, the gas lift has been presented as the most expensive system for the
given conditions.

Fig. 4.18 - Programmed decision matrix – Round 3

Comprehensive Review
This comprehensive review is for reviewing every Round’s results and is also for
summarizing the results in a screen. In addition, the cost/benefit analysis is given in this
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comprehensive review round. Both Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 show the results of Round 1
through Round 3. To import the results from each Round, click the command buttons
“Import ROUND 1 RESULT”, “Import ROUND 2 RESULT”, and “Import ROUND 3
RESULT”. Then, we can find the summary of each Round’ results.

Fig. 4.19 - Programmed decision matrix – Comprehensive review (1)
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Fig. 4.20 - Programmed decision matrix – Comprehensive review (2)

Finally, the cost/benefit analysis is presented as shown in Fig. 4.20. This analysis
aims to provide how much benefit can be incurred when we choose an option. For this
analysis, we need to enter the increased production value that can be assumed or
estimated by using specific simulation software. Clicking the button “Analysis” allows
the users to find each option’ net cash flow, IRR, and so on. Moreover, a chart showing
each option’s NPV (at discount rate 10%) and IRR is given at the bottom, where we can
easily find the most profitable option.
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Fig. 4.21 - Programmed decision matrix – Comprehensive review (3)
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4.6

Field Data to Validate Decision Matrix

For a better decision tree and better decision matrix, more experience data from
actual field operation is still important. The data required for this work will include field
data and theoretic data for technical and economical characteristics of each remedial
option. The field data required for building such matrix includes, but is not limited to:
o Field location (onshore or offshore)
o Field export route (standalone or shared flowlines)
o Field size (in-place and current estimate of recoverable reserves) to serve as a
base case profile
o Wellhead/bottomhole pressure and temperature conditions
o Corresponding flow rate
o PVT data
o Completions details
o Characteristics of the production system (choke valve, manifold, flowlines, risers,
separator, etc.)
o Production logging data
o Existing well and field models (where available and applicable)
o Cost of each remedial technique (including a comparison between retrofitting
costs and pre-installation costs)
More data would bring better results. Thus, the experience data from fields is highly
important to do the database work. Without real field data, this project can be based on
published documents only with risk of generalizing too much. During this research
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presented in this thesis, several attempts were made to obtain relevant field data from the
sponsors of this project. Unfortunately, the attempts were not successful. The lack of
field data information to test and validate the decision matrix has inevitably limited the
potential of this work. On the other hand, the matrix has been written in such a way that
it is fully flexible and users can easily add or modify the selection conditions to satisfy
specific field requirements.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK

5.1

Conclusion

The work described in this thesis focuses on the development of decision matrix for
liquid loading in gas wells for cost/benefit analysis of lifting options. The following
conclusions are presented on the basis of this work:
o The data mining technique, specifically a decision tree method, has been used to
build a generic decision matrix that is necessary around the industry to select the
most appropriate option against the liquid loading problem in gas wells. The
developed decision tree (Fig. 4.3) allows for quickly subdividing large initial
datasets into successively smaller sets by a series of decision rules. The rules are
based on information available in the public domain.
o A technical evaluation matrix, developed for comparing each option’s efficiency
in relation to technical consideration factors affecting the selection of a remedial
option, helps us to rank the options and therefore easily find the best option.
o In addition to a technical evaluation matrix, an economic evaluation matrix was
developed for estimating each option’s cost/benefit. This matrix enables us to
check its profitability and then choose the most optimum option.
o The decision matrix has been programmed with VBL by using a newly
developed decision tree and evaluation matrixes, and has been proven successful
with synthetic data. It is now ready to be tested with real field datasets.
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5.2

Recommendation for Future Work

The following main recommendations are made with respect to future work in the
area of the development of decision matrix for selection of remedial option against liquid
loading problem in gas wells.
o Test and validate against real field information. In particular, a new field
development case would be ideal to test the screening capabilities of the decision
matrix.
o Continue to update the decision matrix not only with more remedial options
including newly developed techniques but also update with more consideration
factors affecting selection of the options which may have been overlooked with
this project.
o Try and implement the decision tree developed under the present work into a
more advanced data mining technique.
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NOMENCLATURE

Pcf : Casing Flowing Pressure
Ptf : Tubing Flowing Pressure
Scf : Standard Cubic Feet
bbl : Barrels
bpd : Barrels Per Day
API : American Petroleum Institute

∏ : Capital Pi Notation
Qgas : Production Rate of Gas
w/ : With
w/o : Without
IRR : Internal Rate of Return
NPV : Net Present Value
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